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About Us

Founded by Michele Grech-Cumbo, in 2010, StudioMIC is a design company focusing on a 
range of quality designer products for the home, ofce and corporate environments. We strive 
to create products for the product design, Industrial design, interior and architectural spaces.

Our focus is on aesthetically pleasing yet functional design which includes, concept sketching, 
prototyping, CAD modeling, reverse engineering and more. We bring synergy to function and 
beauty, together with quality and craftsmanship, to produce the products we deem worthy for 
our clients.

We offer professional design knowledge, consultation and realistic production insight of 
bespoke, custom products. We also provide services for ideation, consultancy, 
conceptualisation, prototyping and more.

Our philosophy

StudioMIC strives to create beautiful objects with rivaling quality. We believe in service, quality 
and honesty. We believe in designing objects that are sustainable, impacting less on our 
environment and our world, while maintaining the desired outcomes. While we create objects 
for industry, we believe design should be helpful, social, 'co-designed' and something that is 
able to impact positively on everyone.

“Without good design, humankind has nothing to desire” ~ Michele Grech-Cumbo



DOGGY HAMMOCK
A RELAXING PLACE FOR YOUR PUP

The Doggy Hammock is an elevated relaxing place for your best friend 
to rest, sleep and stay. Designed for indoor and outdoor use, comprised 
of durable pet friendly and pet safe materials, the Doggy Hammock is 
easy to clean and maintain.

The quality steel bar and durable outer coating construction makes the 
Doggy Hammock ideal for most breeds of dogs. Capable of 
accommodating small to medium breeds, the Doggy Hammock is ideal 
for medium to large breeds. The simple yet sturdy and practical design 
is modular, thereby suiting users with multiple dogs. Furthermore, the 
Doggy Hammock is suspended by slightly stretching cord, allowing 
dogs to rest comfortably all the time.

Various colour options, ranging from fun and funky to sophisticated and 
elegant, are available to suit the unique styles of users, their space and 
of course their dogs. Doggy Hammocks come in playful colours to 
elegant monochromes.





DOGGY HAMMOCK
A RELAXING PLACE FOR YOUR PUP

The Doggy Hammock is an elevated and suspended daybed for your 
best friend. It offers your loyal companion a chance to lie down, in a 
relaxing body-forming bed, off the hard ground. Giving your dog a 
comfortable place to stay, while keeping hairs to one, easily cleanable, 
place.

A DAYBED FOR YOUR DOG





The Doggy Hammock is manufactured from two main components.

Firstly, the pre-fabricated frame, from durable powder coated steel bar. 
Which is tted with rubberised tubular feet, helping to prevent oor 
scratches. This is able to assemble and disassemble into feet and bars 
for easy transport and storage. These components t together easily 
without any additional components.

Finally, the removable and washable, suspended hammock. Made of a 
durable rip-stop material and slightly elastic rope cordage.

Designed to be raised off the ground, the Doggy Hammock helps 
prevent your best friend from sleeping uncomfortably on the hard, cold 
or dirty ground.

At 200mm above the ground, your dog can easily nd comfort above 
any surface.

The Doggy Hammock provides a raised bed to get your dog above wet, 
hot or uncomfortable ground. 

The Doggy Hammock is designed to be raised off the hard ground and 
give your pet ample space to lie comfortably, all the while the Doggy 
Hammock’s suspension system subtly forms to your pets position.

The large area allows for dogs to lie unhindered in any position, offering 
dogs more than 1.2m of area to relax in. Ideal for medium to large 
breeds.

DOGGY HAMMOCK

1260mm

1650mm

210mm



DOGGY HAMMOCK
A RELAXING PLACE FOR YOUR PUP

Suited to all styles, spaces and breeds, the Doggy Hammock’s come in a 
range of colour options, allowing for users and their dogs to uniquely 
identify with the colours that suit them best.

DOGGY HAMMOCK COLOUR RANGE



DOGGY HAMMOCK
A RELAXING PLACE FOR YOUR PUP

This range of Doggy Hammock is our exclusive range. Featuring 
speciality materials and patterns, this range changes seasonally and 
comes in limited quantities. Featured here are some of our range. 

DOGGY HAMMOCK EXCLUSIVE COLOUR RANGE
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